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地理位置情報に基づく分散ルーティングテーブルを用いた
情報検索システム
小林　久美子
概　要
本論文では，都市部において移動車両が収集した情報を有効活用すること
を目的とし，収集されたデータの場所に対応するエリアノードから構成され
るオーバレイネットワークのための地理的な位置に基づく分散型ルーティン
グ (GDR)を提案している．GDRを用いたシステムでは，グリッド状エリア
毎に移動車両が取得した情報を管理するノードを 1つ配置する．各ノードは
地理的な位置関係を反映したオーバーレイネットワークを構築し，2次元空
間において緯度と経度の座標に基づいた情報検索を提供する．その前提条件
として，GDRは都市部の道路で構成されたその形状がグリッドとしてモデル
化できるアンダーレイネットワーク上で動作することを想定している．GDR
では，エリアノードの IDを，従来法で用いられて来た空間充填曲線 (SFC)を
使用せずに，地理的な位置を反映するように生成し，デカルトフォーマット
(x; y)で表す．N 個のノードで構成される GDRは，各ノードはサイズ logN
のルーティングテーブルを持ち，O(logN)回のホップ数でノード検索が可能
である．
論文では，提案方式の性能を，ホップ数ならびにノード間距離の総和で
ある中継距離を評価関数としてそれらの平均・分散によって評価する．さら
に，代表的な分散型ルーティングシステムである，Chord，Kademlia, CAN
に対しても，同じ評価関数の平均・分散を新たに理論的に導出する．それら
のシステムと比較した結果，GDRの検索ホップ数の平均と分散は Chordと
Kademliaと同じであるが，検索ホップ時にたどるノード間距離の合計である
中継距離の平均と分散は ChordとKademliaより小さいことが分かった．ま
た，GDRの中継距離の平均と分散は CANと同じであるが，検索ホップ数の
平均と分散は CANよりも小さいことが分かった．
それらの結果から，GDRの平均中継距離は chordの約 1=2倍，Kademlia
の約 2=3倍小さく，平均ホップ数は CANの約 (3=4) logN=
p
N 倍小さくでき
ることが明らかになった．
さらに，SFCを使用して生成した IDを用いたシステムにおいて Chordお
よび Kademliaのシミュレーションを行った結果に対しても同様であった．
アンダーレイネットワークがグリッド状であれば，物理アドレスの指定
は容易である．しかし，あるノードが故障した場合にそのアドレスの修正や
変更は困難である．そこで，GDRのロバスト性を高めるためのエージェント
リストを提案している．GDRの各ノードに対して，それが有するルーティン
グテーブルに登録されているノード（登録ノード）ごとに，その代理として，
登録ノードに隣接する 2つのノード（エージェントノード）を登録したエー
ジェントリストを付け加える．エージェントリストのサイズは 2 logNである．
GDRのノードは，エージェントリストを利用してオーバーレイネットワーク
上で故障したノードを回避できる．計算機シミュレーションより，エージェ
ントリストを加えた GDRはノードに障害が発生した場合に対応できること
を示した．
最後に，GDRの応用として Wall Pass (WP) アルゴリズムを提案してい
る．WPアルゴリズムは移動端末からの問い合わせ結果を移動端末が進行す
る方向の隣接エリアにメッセージを転送する機能である．GDRシステムを構
成するエリアノードは，サッカーの wall passにおける wall playerのように
振る舞い，各ノードはメッセージの種類とその位置情報に基づいて受信した
メッセージを処理する．Manhattan Modelに基づく移動端末を用いた計算機
シミュレーション結果から，WPアルゴリズムによりシステムの通信負荷が
削減されることを示した．
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Abstract
In this thesis, we propose an information look up system using geographic
location-based distributed routing (GDR) table that collects and manages infor-
mation gathered by moving vehicles in urban areas. Throughout this thesis, we
assume the underlay network of the GDR system can be modeled as a grid. This
assumption makes a sense for an urban area where the roads are paved on a grid
pattern. The system uses area nodes placed on several locations where each node
manages location-oriented information on a designated non-overlapping area. The
GDR system provides an information lookup based on the geographic latitude and
longitude coordinates. A geographic coordinate is assigned for a node as its iden-
tiﬁer (ID), and each node manages an overlay routing table. The routing table
consists of pointers to other nodes in the network in order to forward messages to
the geographically nearest overlay node toward its ﬁnal destination. In a system
with N nodes, each node has a routing table of size logN and a search is possible
in O(logN).
We evaluate the mean and the variance of the path length and the relay length
of GDR, CAN, Chord and Kademlia, under the assumptions that the ID is in
cartesian format (x; y), all nodes are active, and the source node and the destination
node are chosen independently with equal probability.
We show that regardless of the ID format (i.e. even though the ID is in carte-
sian format or the ID is generated by using Space Filling Curve (SFC)), GDR,
Chord and Kademlia have the samemean and the same variance of the path length,
while the mean and the variance of the relay length of GDR are smaller than those
of Chord and Kademlia. Furthermore, while GDR and CAN have the same mean
and the same variance of the relay length, the mean and the variance of the path
length of GDR are smaller than those of CAN.We show that the mean relay length
of GDR is about half of that of Chord, and about 2=3 of that of Kademlia, and the
mean path length is about (3=4) logN=
p
N of that of CAN.
In addition, the GDR system has a routing redundancy to increase robustness.
When a node fails, its neighbor node behaves as an agent for the failing node. To
know the agent node of the failing node, each node has an agent list which is the
records of the agent nodes of the nodes of its routing table. Since the number of
the agent nodes is 2, the size of the agent list is 2 log N. If an underlay network can
be modeled as a grid, it is easy to assign a physical address for a node. However,
if a node fails, it is dicult to modify or change its physical address. In the GDR
system, the nodes can avoid a failed node by using its agent list on the overlay
network.
We also present an application of the GDR system. In order to send a reply to
a terminal after it moves to the neighboring area, we proposed Wall Pass (WP)
algorithm. We consider a node as a wall player of wall pass in football. We
evaluated the performance of the GDR system when the mobile mobile terminals
are moving. The results show thatWP algorithm can decrease the communication
overhead.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The ubiquitous nature of mobile devices and their ability to gather various location-
oriented information through embedded sensors has led to several new services
over wireless network infrastructures. For example, service providers may gather
location-oriented information from mobile devices and process this information
for trac, weather, and environment services and applications. Under the present
status of technologies, most service providers control the collection and process-
ing of the information intensively on central servers. However, if all information
were stored on a single machine, its memory complexity would increase in pro-
portion to the number of items. In fact, it is expected that the demand for the
information gathered by mobile devices will signiﬁcantly increase in the near fu-
ture. Therefore, we have to investigate more scalable and reliable schemes.
Furthermore, as various devices or machines are able to communicate with
each other autonomously over networks, a new service calledMachine-to-Machine
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(M2M) service, is becoming popular. In M2M, it would be possible for a machine
to access remote location-oriented information by communicating with other net-
worked machines. To realize M2M services, the system infrastructure is required
to collect and store the information from each device. In addition, to exchange
the location-oriented information eciently in the system, it is important for the
system to be provided a geographical distributed information lookup and routing.
1.2 Architecture of location-oriented information ser-
vice
An example of the location-oriented information services is Probe information
system [1]. The system regard the vehicles as the moving sensors. The location-
oriented information through the moving sensors is gathered over the wireless
network infrastructure. In this case, the location-oriented information is controlled
the collection and processing of the information intensively on central server.
The location-oriented information is sent from a vehicle to the access points
of the wireless network. If the access points could collect and store the location-
oriented information, it is possible to build a distributed system. Moreover, the
distributed system provide a geographical distributed information lookup and rout-
ing, it can exchange the location-oriented information eciently.
1.3 Distributed Routing Table
Routing is a mechanism to select the best node or path to send a message to its des-
tination in a network. In routing, normally, upon receiving a message, a network
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node searches for a relay node which has the closest distance to the destination
node of the message in its routing table entries. The selected nodes along the path
repeat the process until the message arrives at its ﬁnal destination.
A distributed system, which is composed by the collection of the participating
nodes for the same purpose, often called the overlay network or overlay system.
The typical methods for lookup a data in the distributed systems are a ﬂooding
search and a distributed indexes. [2] – [4]
In a ﬂooding search, lookup queries are sent to all nodes participating in the
system until the corresponding node is found. If a node receives a query, it ﬂoods
the query to other nodes up to a ﬁxed number of hops. The advantage of ﬂooding-
based systems is that there is not necessary to maintain the network. It is called
unstructured overlay network. In a system with N nodes, a search is possible in
O(N2).
A ﬂooding search does not need to manage the network. However, it becomes
a problem in terms of the communication overhead. In a distributed indexes, Dis-
tributed Hash Table(DHT) is a suitable method for the problem. DHT has the sys-
tematic and proactive procedures. It is called a structured overlay network. DHT
provides a distributed indexes of various data among many nodes, independent of
their actual locations.
In a structured overlay network, a link between a content identiﬁer(ID) and an
IP address of a node is usually based on DHT. The nodes in a distributed system
are organizing themselves and they manage the references for ecient routing
to other nodes. In a system with N nodes, a query is forwarded to a destination
node according to DHT routing with O(logN). Well-known examples of DHT are
Chord[5] and Kademlia[6].
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We focus on structured distributed routing (SDR) and information lookup sys-
tems, such as Chord and Kademlia. They can reduce the number of steps needed
to locate information. For example, in a system consisting of N nodes, queries are
routed via a small number of nodes to the destination node. Because the routing
table in each node has O(logN) references, a datum can be located by routing
across not more than O(logN) hops. However, the distances calculated from their
routing table do not necessarily represent the actual geographical distances.
1.4 Objectives
In this thesis, we are concerned with an SDR system provides a geographical
distributed routing and information lookup. To evaluate the distances on the iden-
tiﬁer (ID) space, we use the path length which is deﬁned to be the number of
hops on the overlay network. Furthermore, to evaluate the distances on the actual
geographical space, we use the relay length which is deﬁned to be the sum of
geographical distances between consecutive two nodes in a path length.
Our goal is two-folded:
 To propose an SDR system provides a geographical distributed routing and
information lookup which the value of the path length and the relay length
as small as possible ; and
 To provide the functions to increase robustness if some nodes fails in the
system.
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1.5 Approach
We propose an information lookup system using geographic location-based dis-
tributed routing (GDR) table that collects and manages information gathered by
moving vehicles in urban areas.
In generally, the relay length doesn’t necessarily represent the actual geo-
graphical distance between two nodes since the physical network for an overlay
network usually has a complex structures. However, throughout this thesis, we
assume the underlay network of the GDR system can be modeled as a grid. This
assumption makes a sense for an urban area where the roads are paved on a grid
pattern. Therefore, in this thesis, the relay length can be interpreted as the actual
geographical distance between them.
In this thesis, it is very important to evaluate the relay length. Because greater
relay length means greater propagation time. The value of path length and relay
length should be as small as possible.
The GDR system provides an information lookup based on the geographic lat-
itude and longitude coordinates. Each node is given the geographic coordinates as
its ID, and manages an overlay routing table. The routing table consists of pointers
to other nodes in the network in order to forward messages to the geographically
nearest overlay node toward its ﬁnal destination. In a system with N nodes, each
node has a routing table of size logN and a search is possible in O(logN). In
fact, a proposal on this kind of system has been reported, e.g., CAN[7]. Our GDR
diers from CAN mainly in the routing algorithm and the distance metrics.
We compare our GDR system only to Chord, Kademlia, and CAN, since these
three systems contain the original methods. Most of SDR systems adopt the ID
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generator and the distance metric that are used in Chord, Kademlia, and CAN.
In fact, Pastry[8], Tapestry[9], and PHT[14] use, as their ID generators, the hash
table used in Chord. GeoPeer[20] and GeoIBM[21] use the cartesian format ID
used in CAN.
Moreover, LDHT[15] uses the distance metric based on Chord and Kademlia.
Geophony[16] uses the XOR-based metric used in Kademlia. A node of Mill[19]
maintains two routing tables, each of which consists of other node’s IDs sorted
clockwise or counterclockwise based on the logarithmic distance metric used in
Chord.
It is noted that the node distances calculated in the systems described above
do not necessarily represent the actual geographical distances.
To evaluate the distances on the ID space, we use two parameters: path length
and relay length. The path length is deﬁned as the number of hops that processes
and forwards the incoming message on the overlay network. Hence, the path
length is closely related to the total amount of processing time required while
forwarding message from a source node to its destination. The relay length, on
the other hand, is deﬁned as the distance between source node and destination
node to indicate the actual geographical distance between those nodes.
To the best of our knowledge, no theoretical analysis for evaluating the SDR
systems have been done so far. Therefore, we evaluate the basic performance of
the GDR system in the theoretical analysis.
We evaluate the path length and the relay length of GDR and other systems
based on Chord, Kademlia and CAN, under the assumption that the ID is in carte-
sian format (x; y), all nodes are active, and the source node and the destination
node are chosen independently with equal probability. We show that regardless of
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the ID format(i.e. even though the ID is in cartesian format or the ID is generated
by using Space Filling Curve (SFC)[24]), GDR, Chord and Kademlia have the
same mean and the same variance of the path length, while the mean and the vari-
ance of the relay length of GDR are smaller than those of Chord and Kademlia.
Furthermore, while GDR and CAN have the same mean and the same variance of
the relay length, the mean and the variance of the path length of GDR are smaller
than those of CAN.
In addition, the GDR system has a routing redundancy to increase robustness.
When a node fails, its neighbor node behaves as an agent for the failing node. To
know the agent node of the failing node, each node has an agent list which is the
records of the agent nodes of the nodes of its routing table. Since the number of
the agent nodes is 2, the size of the agent list is 2 logN.
If an underlay network can be modeled as a grid, it is easy to assign a physical
address for a node. However, if a node fails, it is dicult to modify or change its
physical address. In the GDR system, the nodes can avoid a failed node by using
its agent list on the overlay network.
We also present an application of the GDR system. In order to send a reply to
a terminal after it moves to the neighboring area, we proposeWall Pass (WP) al-
gorithm. We consider a node as a wall player of wall pass in football. We evaluate
the performance of the GDR system when the mobile terminals are moving. The
results show that WP algorithm can decrease the communication overhead.
1.6 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows.
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Chapter 2 discusses some proposals on structured distributed routing (SDR)
and information lookup systems and their dierences with GDR.
Chapter 3 describes the GDR system in details and evaluate the routing per-
formance of the GDR system in the theoretical analysis.
Chapter 4 describes the details of node fails and evaluates the performance.
In Chapter 5, we evaluate an application of the GDR system.
Chapter 6 summarizes this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Structured Distributed Rooting
(SDR) and Information Look up
system
2.1 Introduction
As we mentioned in Chapter 1, some SDR systems have been proposed to provide
a distributed information lookup and routing. They are Chord[5], Kademlia[6],
CAN[7], Pastry[8], Tapestry[9], Greedy forwarding[10], GPSR[11], GLS[12],
GHT[13], PHT[14], LDHT[15], Geophony[16], SFC[24], Mill[19], GeoPeer[20],
and GeoIGM[21].
They can be further classiﬁed into three types; namely basic structured dis-
tributed routing, geographic routing in wireless mobile ad-hoc network and sensor
network, and location-based routing.
In this Chapter 2, we explain the properties of those systems based on their
9
ID format, and routing table size. We also explain the dierence of our system
(GDR) to those systems.
2.2 Basic Structured Distributed Routing
2.2.1 Chord
Chord[5] puts nodes on a ring geometry where the IDs of the nodes are computed
by using a consistent hashing[26]. A Chord’s node maintains a routing table that
points to other nodes at logarithmic distance. In case of m-bit ID, the 1-D ID
space size is 2m(= N). It is ordered based on an ID circle of modulo 2m, known
as Chord ring. Each node maintains a routing table called ﬁnger table of size m.
The i-th ﬁnger table of node j has information of node ( j + 2(i 1)) mod 2m, where
1  i  m. In a system with N nodes, node search is possible in O(logN). Hash
function is also used by other systems to create node IDs, such as Pastry[8] and
Tapestry[9].
2.2.2 Kademlia
Kademlia[6] runs on a mesh network with an arbitrary ID. The ID space is treated
as a binary tree. In case of m-bit ID, the ID space size is 2m(= N). Each node
maintains a routing table called k-buckets of size m. The i-th k-bucket of node
j has information of nodes which have the ﬁrst m   i bits matched to j, where
1  i  m. The node information of the maximum k unit is stored in each k-
bucket. In a system with N nodes, node search is possible in O(logN) in XOR-
based metric to reduce the lookup ID space.
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2.2.3 CAN
CAN[7] uses d-dimensional coordinate space. Each node in CAN only has the
addresses of the neighboring nodes. In a system with N nodes, CAN is able to
search for destination in O(
p
N).
2.3 Geographic routing in wireless mobile ad-hoc
network and sensor network
2.3.1 Greedy forwarding
Greedy forwarding[10] is a popular method for geographic routing in wireless
mobile ad-hoc network and sensor network. In greedy forwarding, each node
knows its own geographic location and adjacent nodes that are located within
its radio range. A source node sends a query to an adjacent node, which is the
closest node to destination, and repeats this process until the query reaches the
destination node. Greedy forwarding may fail if a forwarding node fails to ﬁnd
the closest adjacent node to destination.
2.3.2 GPSR
GPSR[11] recovers from greedy forwarding failure using perimeter mode. In
perimeter mode, a query is navigated to a node which is closer to destination
node around a void by the long-known right-hand rule.In both greedy forwarding
and GPSR, the source node requires know the position of destination node using
a location server.
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2.3.3 GLS
GLS[12] is a distributed Geographic Location Service, which tracks mobile node
locations on wireless mobile ad-hoc network. To enable routing to some nodes,
GLS uses a hierarchy of square grids of increasing size and the node IDs are
assigned by using hash function. Each node selects three nodes as its location
servers in each level of the grid hierarchy. The ID space is considered to be circu-
lar. When node X would like to know the current location of node Y , node X send
a query to a node which is the closest in ID space to node Y at successively higher
levels in the grid hierarchy.
2.3.4 GHT
GHT[13] is a data-centric storage(DCS) in wireless sensor network with a Geo-
graphic Hash Table. It hashes the key k into geographic coordinates, and stores the
relevant data by name at the nodes. The same key k hash k to the same location.
GHT uses GPSR as its underlying routing system, where a node has to know its
own geographic position.
2.4 Location-based routing
2.4.1 PHT
In PHT[14], a data structure is designed to support range queries. PHT uses the
lookup interface to construct a binary trie-based structure. Each node of the trie is
labeled with a preﬁx. A node with label l is thus assigned to the node to which l
is mapped by Distributed Hash Table(DHT).
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2.4.2 LDHT
LDHT[15] exploits network locality based on Chord and Kademlia. To embed
network topology information into its ID, each node is assigned a locality-aware
preﬁx-based ID.
2.4.3 Geophony
Geophony[16] is a hierarchical version of Symphony[22] based on Cyclone[23]
algorithm. In Geophony, sux-based location ID is assigned in order to map
geographic areas and coordinates. Those systems are implemented by combining
ID assignment and the existing systems.
2.4.4 LL-Net
LL-Net[17] is a location-based P2P network for context-aware services. The LL-
Net deﬁnes an area as a square region divided by latitude and longitude. Each
area is identiﬁed by (xID; yID). Areas are hierarchically grouped into higher-
level areas in order to route a query eciently. Each peer constructs inter-area
links to nearby areas densely and to far areas thinly. In a system with N nodes,
each node links (3=2) logN + k nodes, where k = 0, 2, and 5.
2.4.5 SFC
SFC[24] is a useful method for 2-D space searching. It divides a 2-D plane onto
grid areas, assigns an ID to each area and maps the 2-D ID space into 1-D ID
space.
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2.4.6 Mill
In Mill[19], ID as a ring is generated by using z-ordering method[25], which
is a kind of SFC. When ID-space size is 2m(= N), each node has size of m=2
both clockwise and counterclockwise information of the nodes in a routing table.
Therefore, the number of nodes in a network is M, node search is possible in
(logN)=2 while M  2pN.
2.4.7 GeoPeer
GeoPeer[20] reduce the search in O(
p
N) hops in a 2-dimensional CAN. The ID of
a node corresponds to its physical location. To reduce the search hops, the nodes
select long range contacts(LRCs). If the network size is N, the average number of
LRCs per node is 3 logN.
2.4.8 GeoIGM
In GeoIGM[21], the nodes are organized on a tesseral address space and into a
hierarchal quad-tree overlay to maintain its spatial relationships. Although they
insist that their architecture provide an ecient routing, the evaluation results have
not been shown yet.
2.5 The dierences of related work
GDR, our proposed system, each node utilizes the coordinates as an ID, and man-
ages an overlay routing table. An ID is generated to reﬂect the geographical loca-
tion without using SFC. The ID is in cartesian format (x; y), which represents the
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longitude x and latitude y. In case of area of size N = n  n, each node has two
routing tables of size log n for the horizontal direction and the vertical direction
and a search is possible in O(logN).
In this thesis, we only consider routing systems for non-mobile networks. We
summarized the dierences of those systems in Table 2.1. The table shows that
the main dierence of GDR compared to other systems is the routing method to
the destination. The distances shown on the routing table represent the actual
geographical distances. The routing method and table creation method of GDR is
not based on other systems, which provides an ecient routing method based on
the actual geographical distances without increasing the size of routing table.
The routing method and also the table creation method in our system is not
based on other systems. GDR, our proposed system, each node utilizes the co-
ordinates as an ID, and manages an overlay routing table. An ID is generated to
reﬂect the geographical location without using SFC. The ID is in cartesian for-
mat (x; y), which represents the longitude x and latitude y. In case of area of size
N = n  n, each node has two routing tables of size log n for the horizontal di-
rection and the vertical direction and a search is possible in O(logN). A message
forwarding direction can be either horizontal or vertical.
GDR uses cartesian format instead of hash table in Chord. GDR also uses an e-
cient routing on the actual geographical distances instead of an routing in Kadem-
lia and CAN.
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Table 2.1: The dierences of related work, where ID space size is N(= n  n).
system ID format routing table
size
routing direction to the destination
GDR cartesian 2 log n
(= logN)
the closest node to the horizontal di-
rection ﬁrst, and the closest node to
the vertical direcion.
Chord Hash ID as a ring logN clockwise on Chord ring
Kademlia an arbitrary ID,
binary tree
logN XOR-based metric to reduce the ID
space
CAN cartesian 4 the closest neighboring node to the
destination
PHT preﬁx-based ID,
binary trie
depend on DHT
LDHT preﬁx-based ID depend on DHT
Geophony sux-based ID depend on Symphony
LL-Net cartesian 32 logN + k
(k = 0, 2, 5)
the closest node in hierarchy area to
the destination
SFC SFC ID depend on the system
Mill SFC ID as a ring logN clockwise and counterclockwise on
SFC ring
GeoPeer cartesian 3 logN the closest node in LRCs to the des-
tination
GeoIGM hierarchal quad-
tree
under the evaluation
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Chapter 3
GDR: A Geographic location-based
Distributed Routing
3.1 Introduction
We propose a geographic location-based distributed routing (GDR) system. Fig-
ure 3.1 shows an architecture of the GDR system. In the GDR system, one net-
work node is installed in each area and an area node manages location-oriented
information of a non-overlapping area. The area nodes and the mobile terminals
know their position by GPS sensor. Each area node is identiﬁed with its geo-
graphic coordinates in a cartesian format. For example, an area node at longitude
position x and latitude position y is identiﬁed as node (x; y).
The area nodes communicate each other, where each area node maintains rout-
ing table to enable area nodes to search for location-oriented information of other
places. The mobile terminals communicate the area node in wireless. The size of
area is larger than the radio range. When the mobile terminal is in the radio range,
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area node!
GDR!
Storage!
area node!
GDR!
Storage!
mobile terminal!
mobile terminal!
Figure 3.1: Architecture of the GDR system.
it can store the information and send a query to the node, and receive a reply from
the node. The area nodes are immovable. They serve as super nodes that collect
data from other mobile terminals. Hence, the routing tables of area nodes may be
updated occasionally so that the overhead is relatively small. The errors of loca-
tion information aect the location-oriented information without any eect on the
GDR system.
Each area node receives a request from a mobile terminal and sends a reply.
When the requested information is not available in the corresponding area node,
that area node has to search for the information at other area nodes. To do so,
every area node has to maintain a routing table and a search method.
We assume the system works on an urban area where the landscape of the area
consists of roads that can be modeled as a grid. Therefore, we use grid network to
analyze the performance of the proposed system.
Hereafter, we focus on the area nodes and call the area nodes as the nodes.
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Figure 3.2: AreaID mapping, where r=4, n=16, and N=256.
The following subsections explain the routing table construction and the routing
mechanism used in the GDR system.
3.2 Routing Table
We assume a grid network of size N = nn, where n = 2r and r is a positive integer
(see Figure 3.2). Each node has node ID as (xID; yID). A message forwarding
direction can be either horizontal or vertical. Hence, each node has to maintain
two routing tables, where one table is used to forward messages to the horizontal
direction(Th) and the other one is used to the vertical direction(Tv). The size of
each table is log n. Hence, each node has a routing table of size logN.
The routing table has one ﬁeld, which consists of several records of IDs of
nodes where a message will be forwarded. The records are determined with the
following rules:
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yID!!!!!!!!!"!!!"!!!!""!!"!!!!"!"!!""!!!"""!"!!!!"!!"!"!"!!"!""!""!!!""!"!"""!!"""" 
(a) prefix with xID = 2 for Th!
(b) prefix with yID = 3 for Tv!
Figure 3.3: The partitioned xIDs and yIDs with preﬁx of (2; 3)’s xID and yID,
where r=4 and n=16.
1. For (X;Y), partition the xIDs of the horizontal direction’s node by common
r   i bit length preﬁx with X to Gx i, and partition the yIDs of the vertical
direction’s node by common r   i bit length preﬁx with Y to Gy i, where
1  i  r.
2. From each partitioned groupGx i andGy i, select nodes (xID;Y) and (X; yID)
such that
jX   xIDj  jX   xIDj f or xID 2 Gx i;
jY   yIDj  jY   yIDj f or xID 2 Gy i:
That is, xID is the nearest node inGx i to X and yID is the nearest node in
Gy i to Y .
According to these rules, the maximum size of the table’s records is r.
Example In case of r = 4, 1  i  r, Figure 3.3 (a) shows the node IDs, its xIDs
in binary, and the partitioned xIDs with preﬁx of (2; 3)’s xID (=0010). Also,
Figure 3.3 (b) shows the node IDs, its yIDs in binary, and the partitioned yIDs
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Table 3.1: (2; 3)’s routing table.
Th Tv
(3; 3) (2; 2)
(1; 3) (2; 1)
(4; 3) (2; 4)
(8; 3) (2; 8)
Table 3.2: (1; 3)’s routing table.
Th Tv
(0; 3) (1; 2)
(2; 3) (1; 1)
(4; 3) (1; 4)
(8; 3) (1; 8)
with preﬁx of (2; 3)’s yID (=0011). First, in Figure 3.3 (a), (2; 3) partitions the
xIDs of the horizontal direction’s node by common 3, 2, 1, and 0 bit length preﬁx
with (2; 3)’s xID(= 0010) to Gx 1, Gx 2, Gx 3, and Gx 4, respectively. Then, select
(3; 3), (1; 3), (4; 3), and (8; 3) for Th from Gx 1, Gx 2, Gx 3, and Gx 4, respectively.
Next, in Figure 3.3 (b), (2; 3) partitions the yIDs of the vertical direction’s node
by common 3, 2, 1, and 0 bit length preﬁx with (3; 2)’s yID(= 0011) toGy 1,Gy 2,
Gy 3, andGy 4, respectively. Then, select (2; 2), (2; 1), (2; 4), and (2; 8) for Tv from
Gy 1,Gy 2,Gy 3, andGy 4, respectively. Therefore, Table 3.1 shows (2; 3)’s routing
table.
3.3 Routing Mechanism
Routing is a mechanism to select the best node or path to send a message to
its destination in a network. In routing, normally, upon receiving a message, a
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/* search the routing table for the next forwarding node to the destination id */  
for(i=0; i<m ; i++){  
  xor[i] = routing_table[i] xor destination id ;  
}  
if(xor[i] = 0) 
   return routing_table[i];  //  this is the destination node id 
else{ 
   if(the destination id > the node id){ 
     j = i of the biggest xor[i] ;  
     return routing_table[j] ; // the next forwarding node id 
   } 
  else{ 
     j = i of the smallest xor[i] ;  
     return routing_table[j] ; // the next forwarding node id 
  } 
}  
Figure 3.4: Pseudocode to search the routing table.
network node searches for receiving node in its routing table entries the closest
distance to the destination node of the message. The selected nodes along the
path repeat the process until the message arrives at its ﬁnal destination.
In GDR, a message is forwarded according to Th ﬁrst. After that, we search
for destination in Tv. Figure 3.4 shows the pseudocode of the routing algorithm.
We illustrate the routing mechanism by using an example based on Figure 3.2 as
follows.
When (2; 3) wants to send a query to (1; 1), according to Th of (2; 3) in Table
3.1, (2; 3) forwards the query to (1; 3), whose xID is equal to that of (1; 1). Then,
based on Tv of (1; 3) in Table 3.2, (1; 3) forwards the query to (1; 1).
3.4 Theoretical Analysis
In this section, we compare our GDR system with other systems based on Chord,
Kademlia, and CAN, because those three systems contain original methods that
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are also being used by other systems([8],[9], and [14]–[21]).
We evaluate the routing performance of GDR and compare it with Chord,
Kademlia and CAN based on the means and the variances of their the path lengths
and the relay lengths.
3.4.1 Deﬁnition of the Path Length and the Relay Length
To evaluate the distances on the identiﬁer (ID) space, we use two parameters:
path length and relay length. The path length is deﬁned as the number of hops
that processes and forwards the incoming message on the overlay network. Hence,
the path length is closely related to the total amount of processing time required
while forwarding message from a source node to its destination. The relay length,
on the other hand, is deﬁned as the distances between source node and destination
node to indicate the actual geographical distance between those nodes. Greater
relay length means greater propagation time. Therefore, the value of path length
and relay length should be as small as possible.
The relay length between the source node (xs; ys) and the destination node
(xd; yd) is measured by Manhattan distance[27]:
j xd   xs j + j yd   ys j : (3.1)
We denote the path length of Chord, Kademlia, CAN, and GDR by Hc, Hk,
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Hn, and Hg, respectively. Then, Hc, Hk, Hn, and Hg are deﬁned to be follows:
Hc((xs; ys); (xd; yd))
=Hc x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) + Hc y((xd; ys); (xd; yd)); (3.2)
Hk((xs; ys); (xd; yd))
=Hk x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) + Hk y((xd; ys); (xd; yd)); (3.3)
Hn((xs; ys); (xd; yd))
=Hn x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) + Hn y((xd; ys); (xd; yd)); (3.4)
Hg((xs; ys); (xd; yd))
=Hg x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) + Hg y((xd; ys); (xd; yd)): (3.5)
Hereafter, we focus on the horizontal direction of the path lengths.
Suppose that the distance j xd xs j has a binary representation (B1; B2;    ; Br)
such that j xd   xs j= Pri=1 Bi2r i, Bi = 0 or 1 for 1  i  r, and the mod distance
(xd   xs) mod 2r has a binary representation (C1;C2;    ;Cr). Moreover, if xs
and xd have binary representations (xs1 ; xs2 ;    ; xsr) and (xd1 ; xd2 ;    ; xdr), respec-
tively, let xd  xs be a bitwise representation (xd1  xs1 ; xd2  xs2 ;    ; xdr  xsr)
as (D1;D2;    ;Dr).
Then, we can show the following lemma.
Lemma 1 For Hn x, Hg x, Hc x and Hk x, we have
Hn x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) =j xd   xs j; (3.6)
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Hg x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) =
rX
k=1
Bk; (3.7)
Hc x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) =
rX
k=1
Ck; (3.8)
Hk x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) =
rX
k=1
Dk: (3.9)
Proof It is obvious from the routing table construction of Chord, Kademlia,
GDR, and CAN. 2
Similarly, we denote the relay length of Chord, Kademlia, CAN, and GDR
by Dc, Dk, Dn, and Dg, respectively. Then, Dc, Dk, Dn, and Dg are deﬁned to be
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follows:
Dc((xs; ys); (xd; yd))
=Dc x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) + Dc y((xd; ys); (xd; yd)); (3.10)
Dk((xs; ys); (xd; yd))
=Dk x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) + Dk y((xd; ys); (xd; yd)); (3.11)
Dn((xs; ys); (xd; yd))
=Dn x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) + Dn y((xd; ys); (xd; yd)); (3.12)
Dg((xs; ys); (xd; yd))
=Dg x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) + Dg y((xd; ys); (xd; yd)): (3.13)
Hereafter, we focus on the horizontal direction of the relay lengths.
Then, we can show the following lemma.
Lemma 2 For Dn x, Dg x, Dc x and Dk x, we have
Dn x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) = Dg x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) =j xd   xs j; (3.14)
Dc x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) =
8>><>>: (xd   xs) mod 2
r; if xs  xd, (3.15a)
Lxs;xd ; if xd < xs, (3.15b)
where Lxs;xd = 2
l1+  +2lk 1+(2r 2lk)+2lk+1+  +2lt , (2r xs+xd , 2l1+2l2+  +2lt)
and k = minfP j xs +PPj=1 2l j > 2rg.
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Dk x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) = xd  xs: (3.16)
Proof It is obvious from ID with geographic coordinates in a cartesian format
and distance metric based on Chord, Kademlia, CAN, and GDR. 2
We illustrate the path lengths and the relay lengths of GDR, Chord, Kademlia,
and CAN as follows. If r = 4, then n = 16. The routing table size of horizontal
direction that each node has is 2 for CAN, and 4(= log n) for Chord, Kademlia,
and GDR.
Figure 3.5(a) through Figure 3.5(d) show the routing of a query from (12; 0)
to (6; 0) based on Chord, Kademlia, CAN, and GDR, respectively.
In Figure 3.5(a), (12; 0) forwards the query to (4; 0), which is the nearest
node towards (6; 0) according to Th of (12; 0)( 1). Then, (4; 0) forwards the
query to (6; 0) in Th of (4; 0)( 2). In this case, Hc x((12; 0); (4; 0)) = 2, and
Dc x((12; 0); (4; 0)) =j 4   12 j + j 6   4 j= 10.
In Figure 3.5(b), according to Th of (12; 0), (12; 0) forwards the query to (4; 0),
which is the nearest node towards (6; 0) based on XOR distance ( 3). Then, (4; 0)
forwards the query to (6; 0) in Th of (4; 0)( 4). In this case, Hk x((12; 0); (4; 0)) = 2,
and Dk x((12; 0); (4; 0)) =j 4   12 j + j 6   4 j= 10.
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Figure 3.5: The routing of a query from (12; 0) to (6; 0).
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Table 3.3: The path lengths and the relay lengths in Figure 3.5.
system path length relay length
Chord(Figure 3.5(a)) 2 10 (0b1010)
Kademlia(Figure 3.5(b)) 2 10 (0b1010)
CAN(Figure 3.5(c)) 6 6
GDR(Figure 3.5(d)) 2 6 (0b0110)
In Figure 3.5(c), according to Th of (12; 0), (12; 0) forwards the query to
(11; 0), which is the nearest node towards (6; 0) ( 5). Each node routes in a similar
way in order to approach (6; 0). Therefore, (7; 0) forwards a query to (6; 0) in Th of
(7; 0)( 6). In this case, Hc x((12; 0); (4; 0)) = 6, and Dn x((12; 0); (4; 0)) =j 11 12 j
+ j 10   11 j + j 10   9 j + j 8   9 j + j 7   8 j + j 6   7 j= 6.
In Figure 3.5(d), according to Th of (12; 0), (12; 0) forwards the query to
(7; 0), which is the nearest node towards (6; 0) ( 7). Then, (7; 0) forwards the
message to (6; 0) in Th of (7; 0)( 8). In this case, Hk x((12; 0); (4; 0)) = 2, and
Dg x((12; 0); (4; 0)) =j 7   12 j + j 6   7 j= 6.
The path lengths and the relay lengths in Figure 3.5 are summarized in Table
3.3. Table 3.3 satisﬁes Lemma1 and Lemma2.
3.4.2 The Path Length
We analyze the statistic behavior of the path lengths of Chord, Kademlia, CAN,
and GDR. Especially, we explore the mean and the variance of the path lengths for
these system. When the number of the nodes in the horizontal direction is 2r(= n),
we assume that all nodes are active, and the source node and the destination node
are chosen independently with equal probability. Then, we have the following
theorem.
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Theorem 1 For the means and the variances of path lengths of those systems, we
have
E(Hc x) = E(Hk x) = E(Hg x) =
1
2
log n; (3.17)
V(Hc x) = V(Hk x) = V(Hg x) =
1
4
log n; (3.18)
and,
E(Hn x) =
1
3
(n   1
n
); (3.19)
V(Hn x) =
1
18
(n2   2
n2
+ 1): (3.20)
Proof In case of Chord, Kademlia, and GDR, each node has a routing table of
size r(= log n). From Eqs.(3.7) – (3.9) in Lemma1, the path length h(X) is deﬁned
to be h(X) = X1 + X2 +    + Xr. The random variable Xr takes value either 0 or 1
with equal probability, thus Xr can take the value 1 with probability 1=2. Then,
E[h(X)] =
r
2
: (3.21)
Therefore,
E(Hc x) = E(Hk x) = E(Hg x) =
1
2
log n: (3.22)
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In case of CAN,
E(Hn x) =
n 1X
i; j=0
P(I= i^J= j)Hn x((xi; ys); (x j; ys))
=
1
n2
n 1X
i; j=0
Hn x((xi; ys); (x j; ys)): (3.23)
From Eq. (3.6) in Lemma1,
n 1X
i; j=0
Hn x((xi; ys); (x j; ys)) = 2 
nX
k=0
k(n   k)
=
1
3
(n   1)n(n + 1): (3.24)
Hence, (3.19) follows from (3.23) and (3.24).
It is known that the variance is deﬁned to be follows:
V(HA x) =
n 1X
i; j=0
P(I= i^J= j)fHA x((xi; 0); (x j; 0)) E(HA x)g2
=
1
n2
n 1X
i; j=0
HA x((xi; 0); (x j; 0))2   E(HA x)2: (3.25)
In case of Chord, Kademlia, and GDR, the ﬁrst term of (3.25) is calculated as
1
n2
 n
2
4
(1 + log n)log n =
1
4
(1 + log n)log n: (3.26)
Hence, (3.18) follows from (3.17), (3.25), and (3.26).
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In case of CAN, the ﬁrst term of (3.25) is given by
1
n2
 2fn
nX
k=0
k2  
nX
k=0
k3g = 1
6
(n2   1): (3.27)
Therefore, (3.20) follows from (3.19), (3.25), and (3.27).
We have completed the proof. 2
When the number of areas is N, the number of nodes in the horizontal and the
vertical directions is
p
N. From Theorem 1, the mean and the variance of the path
length are given as follows:
E(Hc) = E(Hk) = E(Hg) =
1
2
logN; (3.28)
V(Hc) = V(Hk) = V(Hg) =
1
4
logN; (3.29)
and,
E(Hn) =
2
3
(
p
N   1p
N
); (3.30)
V(Hn) =
1
9
(N   2
N
+ 1): (3.31)
Equations (3.28) and (3.29) show that Chord, Kademlia and GDR have the
same mean and variance of the path length. Meanwhile, Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31)
show that GDR can improve the mean and the variance of the path length in CAN
about (3=4) logN=
p
N times and (9=4)N logN=(N2 + N   2) times, respectively.
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3.4.3 The Relay Length
We analyze the statistic behavior of the relay lengths of Chord, Kademlia, CAN,
and GDR. Especially, we explore the mean and the variance of the relay lengths
for these system. When the number of the nodes in the horizontal direction is
2r(= n), suppose that the source node and the destination node are chosen inde-
pendently with equal probability. Then, we can show following theorem.
Theorem 2 For the means and the variances of relay lengths of those systems,
we have
E(Dn x) = E(Dg x) =
1
3
(n   1
n
); (3.32)
E(Dk x) =
1
2
(n   1); (3.33)
E(Dc x) =
1
3
(2n +
1
n
)   1; (3.34)
and,
V(Dn x) = V(Dg x) =
1
18
(n2   2
n2
+ 1); (3.35)
V(Dk x) =
1
12
(n2   1): (3.36)
Proof We denote Dc x, Dk x, Dn x and Dg x by DA x, the mean of the relay length
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of DA x is deﬁned as follows:
E(DA x) =
n 1X
i; j=0
P(I= i^J= j)DA x((xi; ys); (x j; ys))
=
1
n2
n 1X
i; j=0
DA x((xi; ys); (x j; ys)): (3.37)
In case of CAN and GDR, from Eq. (3.14) in Lemma2,
n 1X
i; j=0
Dc x((xi; ys); (x j; ys))
=
n 1X
i; j=0
Dg x((xi; ys); (x j; ys))
=2  f(n   1)1 + (n   2)2 +    + 1(n   1)g
=2 
n 1X
k=1
k(n   k)
=2 
nX
k=0
k(n   k)
=
1
3
(n   1)n(n + 1): (3.38)
Hence, (3.32) follows from (3.37) and (3.38). Figure 3.6(a) shows general
term by Eq. (3.14) in Lemma2. Also, Figure 3.6(b) shows an example of Dg x((xs; ys); (xd; ys))
and Dn x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)), where n = 8 and 0  xs; xd  7.
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Figure 3.6: Dg x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)) and Dn x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)).
Also, in case of Kademlia, from Eq. (3.16) in Lemma2,
n 1X
i; j=0
Dk x((xi; ys); (x j; ys)) = n  f0 + 1 + 2 +    + (n   1)g
= n 
n 1X
k=0
k
= n  1
2
n(n   1)
=
1
2
n2(n   1): (3.39)
Hence, (3.33) follows from (3.37) and (3.39). Figure 3.7(a) shows general term by
Eq. (3.16) in Lemma2. Also, Figure 3.7(b) shows an example of Dk x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)),
where n = 8 and 0  xs; xd  7.
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Sketch of Calculation (The relay distance of Kademlia) 
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Figure 3.7: Dk x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)).
Also, in case of Chord, From Eq. (3.15a) and (3.15b) in Lemma2,
n 1X
i; j=0
Dc x((xi; ys); (x j; ys))
=
n 1X
i=0
n 1X
j=i
Dc x((xi; ys); (x j; ys))
+
n 1X
i=0
iX
j=0
Dc x((xi; ys); (x j; ys))
=(n   1)1 + (n   2)2 +    + 1(n   1)
+ (n   1)(n   1) + (n   2)(n   2) +    1  1 + 
=
n 1X
k=1
k(n   k) +
n 1X
k=1
k2 + 
=
nX
k=0
k(n   k) +
nX
k=0
k2 +
1
6
n3   1
2
n2 +
1
3
n
=
2
3
n3   n2 + 1
3
n; (3.40)
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Figure 3.8: Dc x((xs; ys); (xd; ys)).
where  means correction term.
Hence, (3.34) follows from (3.37) and (3.40). Figure 3.8(a) shows general
term by Eq. (3.15a) and (3.15b) in Lemma2. Also, Figure 3.8(b) shows an exam-
ple of Dk c((xs; ys); (xd; ys)), where n = 8 and 0  xs; xd  7.
It is known that the variance is deﬁned to be follows:
V(DA x) =
n 1X
i; j=0
P(I= i^J= j)fDA x((xi; ys); (x j; ys)) E(DA x)g2
=
1
n2
n 1X
i; j=0
DA x((xi; ys); (x j; ys))2   E(DA x)2: (3.41)
In case of CAN and GDR, the ﬁrst term of (3.41) is given by
1
n2
 2fn
nX
k=0
k2  
nX
k=0
k3g = 1
6
(n2   1): (3.42)
Hence, (3.35) follows from (3.32), (3.41), and (3.42).
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In case of Kademlia, the ﬁrst term of (3.41) is given by
1
n2
 n
n 1X
k=0
k2 =
1
6
(2n2   3n + 1): (3.43)
Hence, (3.36) follows from (3.33), (3.41), and (3.43).
We have completed the proof. 2
When the number of areas is N, the number of nodes in the horizontal and
the vertical directions is
p
N. From Theorem 2, the mean and the variance of the
relay length are given as follows:
E(Dc) =
2
3
(2
p
N +
1p
N
)   2; (3.44)
E(Dk) =
p
N   1; (3.45)
E(Dn) = E(Dg) =
2
3
(
p
N   1p
N
): (3.46)
And,
V(Dk) =
1
6
(N   1); (3.47)
V(Dn) = V(Dg) =
1
9
(N   2
N
+ 1): (3.48)
We can conclude that the mean relay length of GDR is about half of that of
Chord, and about 2=3 of that of Kademlia. Meanwhile, CAN and GDR have the
same mean and the variance of the relay length.
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3.5 Conclusion
We proposed a geographic location-based distributed routing (GDR) system. The
GDR system provides an information lookup based on latitude and longitude co-
ordinates. We evaluate the mean and the variance of the path length and the relay
length of GDR, CAN, Chord and Kademlia, under the assumptions that the ID is
in cartesian format (x; y), all nodes are active, and the source node and the desti-
nation node are chosen independently with equal probability.
We show that GDR, Chord and Kademlia have the same mean and the same
variance of the path length, while the mean and the variance of the relay length
of GDR are smaller than those of Chord and Kademlia. Furthermore, while GDR
and CAN have the same mean and the same variance of the relay length, the mean
and the variance of the path length of GDR are smaller than those of CAN. We
show that the mean relay length of GDR is about half of that of Chord, and about
2=3 of that of Kademlia, and the mean path length is about (3=4) logN=
p
N of
that of CAN.
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Chapter 4
Simulation
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we showed the basic performance of the GDR system in the theoret-
ical analysis if all nodes are active, the source node and the destination node are
chosen independently with equal probability, and in the ID is in cartesian format.
However, the problem is opened if some nodes fails. When a node fails, if the
node is the destination or the forwarding node, a link error occur while the routing
table of the other nodes are updated.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2, we simulate
if the source node is ﬁxed, and in the ID is generated by using SFC. Section 4.3
describes the details of node fails and evaluates the performance.
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4.2 Search Simulation
4.2.1 ﬁx search
To conﬁrm that the routing performance of GDR does not depend on the position
of the source node and the destination node, we compare the mean and the vari-
ance of the relay length when the source node is ﬁxed. When the ID space size
of the 1-D in the horizontal and vertical directions is 4, we ﬁx the source of the
search in (I, J) (0  I  3, 0  J  3) and search from (0; 0) to (3; 3) node by
node. Table 4.1 shows the mean and the variance of the relay length.
In Table 4.1, the mean and the variance of the relay length are constant even in
the case of Kademlia that uses XOR distance for routing. On the other hand, GDR
and Kademlia have the same maximum value of the mean and the variance of the
relay length, whereas Chord and Kademlia have the same minimum value of the
mean and the variance of the relay length. Because Chord is a one-way clockwise
routing, the relay length becomes large by the position of the source node and
the destination node. However, since DGR is a two-way approachable routing,
the relay length is ﬁxed by the position of the source node and the destination
node. Furthermore, the mean and the variance of the relay length are small, which
shows that the routing performance of GDR does not depend on the position of
the source node and the destination node.
4.2.2 2-D search
To show the advantages that geometrically neighboring node IDs are certainly
consecutive, we compare the performance of GDR with Chord and Kademlia in
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Table 4.1: The mean and the variance of the relay length.
source Dc Dk Dg
node Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var
(0,0) 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.50
(1,0) 3.50 4.75 3.00 2.50 2.50 1.75
(2,0) 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.50 2.50 1.75
(3,0) 3.50 2.75 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.50
(0,1) 3.25 4.95 3.00 2.50 2.50 1.75
(1,1) 4.00 7.00 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.00
(2,1) 3.75 4.44 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.00
(3,1) 4.00 5.00 3.00 2.50 2.50 1.75
(0,2) 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.50 2.50 1.75
(1,2) 3.50 4.75 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.00
(2,2) 3.00 2.5 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.00
(3,2) 3.50 2.75 3.00 2.50 2.50 1.75
(0,3) 3.50 2.75 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.50
(1,3) 4.00 5.00 3.00 2.50 2.50 1.75
(2,3) 3.50 2.75 3.00 2.50 2.50 1.75
(3,3) 4.00 3.00 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.50
which the ID is generated by using SFC. We executed the behavior of Chord
and Kademlia of size N(= n  n = 22r) when the ID is generated by using z-
ordering method, where 2  r  6. We executed 10N random lookups to Chord
and Kademlia. During the simulation, we measured the relay length for each
lookup. Figure 4.1 plots the mean of the relay length. In Figure 4.1, Eqs. (3.44),
(3.45), and (3.46) are presented as Chord-for-xy, Kademlia-for-xy, and GDR-for-
xy, respectively. Also, the simulation results of Chord and Kademlia when the ID
is generated by using SFC as Chord-sim-z and Kademlia-sim-z, respectively.
Figure 4.1 shows that the mean relay length of GDR is about 1=2 times smaller
than that of Chord, and about 2=3 times smaller than that of Kademlia.
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Figure 4.1: The Relay Length.
4.3 Node Fails
When a node fails, if the node is the destination or the forwarding node, a link
error occurs until the routing table of the other nodes are updated. To increase
robustness, the system is required to have a routing redundancy.
For instance, each node of the Chord system has the records of nodes as a
successor list in addition to the records of nodes of its routing table. For each
node, a node connected in clockwise to it is called successor. The ﬁrst node in
a successor list is the ﬁrst node in a corresponding routing table, and the second
node in the list is the successor of the ﬁrst node in the routing table. If the ﬁrst
successor of a node doesn’t respond, the node substitutes the second entry in tis
successor list for the ﬁrst successor. In an implementation of the Chord system,
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the size of successor list is chosen as 2 logN for the foreseeable maximum number
of nodes N.
In this section, we describe how the GDR system handles when some nodes
fails.
4.3.1 State of Node
A node has the following states.
active : A node is working.
down : A node is not working without sending any notiﬁcation to its neighbor
nodes.
leave : A node is not working after sending notiﬁcation to its neighbor nodes. On
receiving a notiﬁcation from a leaving node, the neighbor node updates its
routing table and behaves as an agent for the leaving node.
join : A node is working after sending notiﬁcation to its neighbor nodes. On re-
ceiving a notiﬁcation from a joining node, the neighbor node updates its
routing table and stops as an agent for the joining node.
update : A node updates a routing table and behaves as an agent for the down or
leaving node.
4.3.2 Agent node
When a node fails, its neighbor node behaves as an agent for the failing node. To
know the agent node of the failing node, each node has an agent list which is the
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records of the agent nodes of the nodes of its routing table. In the GDR system,
each node has two routing tables, Th and Tv. Th a and Tv a are the agent list of the
nodes of Th and Tv, respectively.
The agent nodes are determined with the following rules:
1. For (X;Y), partition the xIDs of the horizontal direction’s node by common
r   i bit length preﬁx with X to Gx i, where 1  i  r.
2. From each partitioned group Gx i, select nodes (xID;Y) such that
jX   xIDj  jX   xIDj f or xID 2 Gx i;
where i = 1; 2. That is, xID is the nearest node in Gx i to X.
According to these rules, the number of the agent nodes is 2.
Example In case of r = 4, Table 3.1 shows Th and Tv of (2; 3). Figure 4.2 (a) -
(d) show the node IDs, its xIDs in binary, and the partitioned xIDs with preﬁx of
(3; 3)’s xID, (1; 3)’s xID, (4; 3)’s xID, and (8; 3)’s xID in Table 3.1, respectively.
Also, ﬁgure 4.3 show the node IDs, its xIDs in binary, and the partitioned xIDs
with preﬁx of (2; 2)’s xID, (2; 1)’s xID, (2; 4)’s xID, and (2; 8)’s xID in Table 3.1,
respectively. First, In ﬁgure 4.2 (a), (2; 3) partitions the xIDs of the horizontal
direction’s node by common 3 and 2 bit length preﬁx with (3; 3)’s xID(= 0011)
to Gx 1 and Gx 2, respectively. Then, select (2; 3) for Th a1 and (1; 3) for Th a2
from Gx 1 and Gx 2, respectively. Next, In Figure 4.3, (2; 2) partitions the xIDs of
the horizontal direction’s node by common 3 and 2 bit length preﬁx with (2; 2)’s
xID(= 0010) to Gx 1 and Gx 2, respectively. Then, select (3; 2) for Th a1 and (1; 2)
for Th a2 from Gx 1 and Gx 2, respectively. Similarly, the agent nodes of the other
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node ID(0,3)(1,3)(2,3)(3,3)(4,3)(5,3)(6,3)(7,3)(8,3)(9,3)(10,3)(11,3)(12,3)(13,3)(14,3)(15,3) 
xID0000000100100011010001010110011110001001101010111100110111101111 
(a) prefix with xID = 3 for Th_a
node ID(0,3)(1,3)(2,3)(3,3)(4,3)(5,3)(6,3)(7,3)(8,3)(9,3)(10,3)(11,3)(12,3)(13,3)(14,3)(15,3) 
(b) prefix with xID = 1 for Th_a
node ID(0,3)(1,3)(2,3)(3,3)(4,3)(5,3)(6,3)(7,3)(8,3)(9,3)(10,3)(11,3)(12,3)(13,3)(14,3)(15,3) 
(c) prefix with xID = 4 for Th_a
node ID(0,3)(1,3)(2,3)(3,3)(4,3)(5,3)(6,3)(7,3)(8,3)(9,3)(10,3)(11,3)(12,3)(13,3)(14,3)(15,3) 
(d) prefix with xID = 8 for Th_a
xID0000000100100011010001010110011110001001101010111100110111101111 
xID0000000100100011010001010110011110001001101010111100110111101111 
xID0000000100100011010001010110011110001001101010111100110111101111 
Figure 4.2: The partitioned xIDs with preﬁx of xID of (3; 3), (1; 3), (4; 3), and
(8; 3), where r=4 and n=16.
nodes in Table 3.1 are determined. Therefore, Table 4.2 shows the routing table
and the agent list of (2; 3).
4.3.3 Leave Message
When node A is leaving, node A sends a leave message to node B which is the
ﬁrst node of its Th. When node B receives a leave message, node B modiﬁes its
routing table to behave as an agent for node A. After that, node B sends an OK
message to node A. Once node A receives an OK message from node B, it leaves
the system.
Example When (2; 3) is leaving, (2; 3) sends a leave message to (3; 3) which is
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xID0000000100100011010001010110011110001001101010111100110111101111 
node ID(0,2)(1,2)(2,2)(3,2)(4,2)(5,2)(6,2)(7,2)(8,2)(9,2)(10,2)(11,2)(12,2)(13,2)(14,2)(15,2) 
node ID(2,0)(2,1)(2,2)(2,3)(2,4)(2,5)(2,6)(2,7)(2,8)(2,9)(2,10)(2,11)(2,12)(2,13)(2,14)(2,15) 
xID0000000100100011010001010110011110001001101010111100110111101111 
(a) prefix with xID = 2 for Th
(b) prefix with yID = 3 for Tv
node ID(0,1)(1,1)(2,1)(3,1)(4,1)(5,1)(6,1)(7,1)(8,1)(9,1)(10,1)(11,1)(12,1)(13,1)(14,1)(15,1) 
node ID(0,4)(1,4)(2,4)(3,4)(4,4)(5,4)(6,4)(7,4)(8,4)(9,4)(10,4)(11,4)(12,4)(13,4)(14,4)(15,4) 
node ID(0,8)(1,8)(2,8)(3,8)(4,8)(5,8)(6,8)(7,8)(8,8)(9,8)(10,8)(11,8)(12,8)(13,8)(14,8)(15,8) 
Figure 4.3: The partitioned xIDs with preﬁx of xID of (2; 2), (2; 1), (2; 4), and
(2; 8), where r=4 and n=16.
Table 4.2: The routing table and the agent list of (2; 3).
Th Th a Tv Tv a
(3; 3) (2; 3) (1; 3) (2; 2) (3; 2) (1; 2)
(1; 3) (0; 3) (2; 3) (2; 1) (3; 1) (1; 1)
(4; 3) (5; 3) (6; 3) (2; 4) (3; 4) (1; 4)
(8; 3) (9; 3) (10; 3) (2; 8) (3; 8) (1; 8)
the ﬁrst node of its Th in Table 3.1. When node (3; 3) receives a leave message,
(3; 3) modiﬁes its routing table(Table 4.3) to behave as an agent for (2; 3). After
that, (3; 3) sends an OK message to (2; 3). Once (2; 3) receives an OK message
from (3; 3), it leaves the system.
4.3.4 Join Message
When node A is joining, node A sends a joinmessage to node B which is the ﬁrst
node of its Th. When node B receives a join message, node B modiﬁes its routing
table to stop behaving as an agent for node A. After that, node B sends an OK
message to node A. Once node A receives an OK message from node B, it joins
the system.
Example When (2; 3) is joining, (2; 3) sends a joinmessage to (3; 3) which is the
ﬁrst node of its Th in Table 3.1. When node (3; 3) receives a join message, (3; 3)
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Table 4.3: The modiﬁed routing table of (3; 3) when (2; 3) is leaving.
Th Tv Tv of (2; 3)
(2; 3)! (3; 3) (3; 2) (2; 2)
(1; 3) (3; 1) (2; 1)
(4; 3) (3; 4) (2; 4)
(8; 3) (3; 8) (2; 8)
Table 4.4: The modiﬁed routing table of (3; 3) when (2; 3) is joining.
Th Tv
(3; 3)! (2; 3) (3; 2)
(1; 3) (3; 1)
(4; 3) (3; 4)
(8; 3) (3; 8)
modiﬁes its routing table(Table 4.4) to stop behaving as an agent for (2; 3). After
that, (3; 3) sends an OK message to (2; 3). Once (2; 3) receives an OK message
from (3; 3), it joins the system.
4.3.5 Update of Routing Table
The routing table is updated according to the following rules:
1. Node A sends a con f irm message to the nodes of its Th and Tv.
2. If any nodes in its Th and Tv do not answer, node A sends a con f irmmessage
to node B which is the agent node of no answering node in its agent list.
3. When node B receives a com f irm message, node B modiﬁes its routing
table to behave as an agent for no answering node. After that, node B sends
an OK message to node A.
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Table 4.5: The modiﬁed routing table of (9; 3).
Th Tv Tv of (8; 3)
(8; 3)! (9; 3) (9; 2) (8; 2)
(1; 3) (9; 1) (8; 1)
(4; 3) (9; 4) (8; 4)
(8; 3) (9; 8) (8; 8)
Table 4.6: The modiﬁed routing table of (2; 3).
Th Tv
(2; 3) (3; 2)
(1; 3) (3; 1)
(4; 3) (3; 4)
(8; 3)! (9; 3) (3; 8)
4. Once node A receives anOK message from the node, it modiﬁes the routing
table.
Example (2; 3) sends a con f irm message to the nodes of its Th and Tv in Table
3.1. If (8; 3) doesn’t answer, (2; 3) sends a con f irm message to (9; 3) which is the
agent node of (8; 3) in Table 4.2. When (9; 3) receives a con f irm message, (9; 3)
modiﬁes its routing table(Table 4.5) to behave as an agent for (8; 3). After that,
(9; 3) sends an OK message to (2; 3). Once (2; 3) receives an an OK message from
(9; 3), it modiﬁes the routing table(Table 4.6).
4.3.6 Simulation Results
To conﬁrm that the routing performance of GDR when some nodes fails, we con-
sider the following two scenarios:
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1 State of Nodes
We evaluate the performance in states of active, down, leave, and update.
We simulated the behavior of the GDR of size N(= n  n = 22r), where
2  r  5. We executed 10N random lookups to the GDR. During the sim-
ulation, we measured the path length and the relay length for each lookup.
2 Agent node
We evaluate the performance in states of active and down. We simulated the
behavior of the GDR of size N = 1024, each node maintains agent list of
size r = 2 logN. We executed 10N random lookups to the GDR. During
the simulation, we measured the path length and the relay length for each
lookup.
4.3.6.1 State of Nodes
1 down
In case that when all nodes are active, we execute random lookups.
Next some nodes are downwith probability 1=16, we execute random lookups
again.
Finally active nodes are update, we execute random lookups once again.
2 leave
In case that when all nodes are active, we execute random lookups.
Next some nodes are leavewith probability 1=16, we execute random lookups
again.
Finally active nodes are update, we execute random lookups once again.
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Table 4.7, Table 4.8, Table 4.9, and Table 4.10 show the mean and the variance
of the path length and the relay length, and the lookup success rate in state of
nodes are down with probability 1=16, leave with probability 1=16, active, and
update, respectively. Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7, and Figure
4.8 show the mean of the path length, the variance of the path length, the mean
of the relay length, the variance of the relay length, and the lookup success rate,
respectively. The lookup success rate is obtained by eq. (4.1).
lookup success rate [%]
=
number o f success in random lookups
number o f random lookups
 100: (4.1)
In Table 4.7, when state of node X is down, if X is the destination or the
forwarding node, a link error occurs. On the other hand, in Table 4.8, if state of
node X is leave, then the neighbor node Y behaves as an agent for X, a link error
doesn’t occur when Y is the sending or the forwarding node to X. That is why the
mean and the variance of the path length and the relay length are almost the same,
while each lookup success rate in Table 4.8 is higher than that in Table 4.7.
In Table 4.10, a link error doesn’t occur after the routing table of all active
nodes are updated. Therefore, the message arrives at its ﬁnal destination. That is
why the mean and the variance of the path length and the relay length in Table
4.10 are larger than those in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8. In addition, each lookup
success rate becomes 100%.
Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, and Figure 4.7 show Eq. (3.28), Eq. (3.29),
Eq. (3.46) and Eq. (3.48), respectively.
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Table 4.7: Hg, Dg, and lookup success rate when state of some nodes are down
with probability 1=16.
N Hg Dg success
Avg Var Avg Var rate [%]
16 1.83 0.83 2.26 1.50 86.2
64 3.01 1.39 5.32 7.11 85.9
256 3.92 2.00 10.24 26.81 81.0
1024 4.89 4.30 20.59 111.60 79.7
Table 4.8: Hg, Dg, and lookup success rate when state of some nodes are leave
with probability 1=16.
N Hg Dg success
Avg Var Avg Var rate [%]
16 1.80 0.86 2.24 1.54 88.3
64 2.99 1.39 5.29 7.13 86.7
256 3.89 1.99 10.20 26.63 82.9
1024 4.87 4.33 20.60 112.64 81.4
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Table 4.9: Hg, Dg, and lookup success rate when state of all nodes are active.
N Hg Dg success
Avg Var Avg Var rate [%]
16 1.99 0.88 2.48 1.76 100.0
64 3.05 1.36 5.31 6.67 100.0
256 4.01 1.99 10.58 27.95 100.0
1024 5.08 5.61 21.23 112.76 100.0
Table 4.10: Hg, Dg, and lookup success rate when state of active nodes are update.
N Hg Dg success
Avg Var Avg Var rate [%]
16 1.85 0.83 2.45 1.86 100.0
64 3.01 1.32 5.49 7.23 100.0
256 3.98 2.01 10.69 28.20 100.0
1024 5.02 5.27 21.29 113.42 100.0
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Figure 4.4: The mean of the Path Length.
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Figure 4.5: The variance of the Path Length.
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Figure 4.6: The mean of the Relay Length.
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Figure 4.7: The variance of the Relay Length.
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Figure 4.8: The Success Rate.
4.3.6.2 Agent node
1 Lookup without agent list
In case that N = 1024, all nodes are active, we execute random lookups.
Next some nodes are down with probability p = 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 04; and 0:5.
Before the routing table of all active nodes are updated, we execute random
lookups again.
2 Lookup with agent list
In case that N = 1024, all nodes are active, we execute random lookups
with the routing table as well as the agent list.
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Table 4.11: Lookup without agent list: Hg, Dg, when state of some nodes are down
with probability p, N=1024.
p Hg Dg success
Avg Var Avg Var rate [%]
0 5.08 5.61 21.23 112.76 100.0
0.1 4.78 4.19 20.00 109.97 72.35
0.2 4.56 3.78 19.35 105.92 63.34
0.3 4.29 2.86 18.61 114.19 58.04
0.4 4.17 3.40 17.83 106.70 56.61
0.5 3.88 2.28 16.56 101.43 55.40
Table 4.12: Lookup with agent list: Hg, Dg, when state of some nodes are down
with probability p, N=1024.
p Hg(agent) Dg(agent) success
Avg Var Avg Var rate [%]
0 4.33 2.41 21.23 112.79 100.0
0.1 4.08 1.92 20.00 107.68 74.52
0.2 3.87 1.88 19.02 103.58 64.55
0.3 3.72 1.97 18.50 113.75 59.23
0.4 3.55 1.79 17.72 103.19 57.59
0.5 3.37 1.78 16.88 102.47 56.24
Next some nodes are down with probability p = 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 04; and 0:5.
Before the routing table of all active nodes are updated, we execute random
lookups with the routing table as well as the agent list again.
Table 4.11 shows the mean and the variance of the path length and the relay
length, and the lookup success rate when random lookups with the routing table in
state of some nodes are down with probability p, and N=1024. Table 4.12 shows
the mean and the variance of the path length and the relay length, and the lookup
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success rate when random lookups with the routing table as well as the agent list
in state of some nodes are down with probability p, and N=1024.
Table 4.11 and Table 4.12 show that the success rate decreases as the num-
ber of failed node increases. Furthermore, the mean and the variance of the path
length and the relay length in Table 4.11 are larger than those in Table 4.12. More-
over, each success rate in Table 4.12 is higher than that in Table 4.11 at the same
p (0 < p).
4.4 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we evaluated the performance of the GDR system by simulation.
In ﬁx search, the mean and the variance of the relay length are constant even
in the case of Kademlia that uses XOR distance for routing. On the other hand,
GDR and Kademlia have the same maximum value of the mean and the variance
of the relay length, whereas Chord and Kademlia have the same minimum value
of the mean and the variance of the relay length.
We also show that the ID is generated by using SFC, the mean relay length of
GDR is about half of that of Chord, and about 2=3 of that of Kademlia.
In addition, the GDR system has a routing redundancy to increase robustness.
When a node fails, its neighbor node behaves as an agent for the failing node. To
know the agent node of the failing node, each node has an agent list which is the
records of the agent nodes of the nodes of its routing table. Since the number of
the agent nodes is 2, the size of the agent list is 2 log N. If an underlay network can
be modeled as a grid, it is easy to assign a physical address for a node. However,
if a node fails, it is dicult to modify or change its physical address. In the GDR
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system, the nodes can avoid a failed node by using its agent list on the overlay
network.
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Chapter 5
Application
5.1 Introduction
In the GDR system, one network node is installed in each area and the nodes
are immovable. They serve as super nodes that collect data from other mobile
terminals. The mobile terminals communicate with the nodes in wireless manner.
The size of the area is larger than the radio range. When the mobile terminal is
in the radio range, it can store the information and send a query to the node, and
receive a reply from the node.
However, as shown in Figure 5.1, if the mobile terminal moves to a neighbor-
ing area before it stores the information to the node, the node cannot collect the
information gathered by the mobile terminal. Furthermore, if the mobile termi-
nal moves to a neighboring area before it receives reply from the node, the node
cannot send a reply to the mobile terminal.
In the GDR system, the nodes maintain the routing tables to enable the nodes
to search for location-oriented information of other places. Therefore, as shown in
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mobile terminal
(0, 0) (1, 0) (2, 0) (3, 0) 
(0, 1) 
(0, 2) 
(0, 3) 
(1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1) 
(1, 2) (2, 2) (3, 2) 
(1, 3) (2, 3) (3, 3) node
radio range
get the in- 
formation 
request to  
the node
can’t send 
a reply 
can’t collect  
the information 
Figure 5.1: Communication between a node and a mobile terminal without a func-
tion to forward the messages.
Figure 5.2, if the nodes have a function to forward the messages, the nodes collect
the information gathered by a mobile terminal after it moves to a neighboring area
via the neighboring node. Furthermore, they can forward a reply to the neighbor-
ing node and enable to send the reply to a mobile terminal after it moves to the
neighboring area.
The advantage of GDR system is that the mobile terminals do not need to
manage the network. Thus, it is possible to decrease the communication overhead
of the mobile terminals.
For instance, Mill[19] has a routing table of size m which consists of informa-
tion of m=2 mobile terminals in each side, clockwise or counterclockwise. Then,
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mobile terminal
(0, 0) (1, 0) (2, 0) (3, 0) 
(0, 1) 
(0, 2) 
(0, 3) 
(1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1) 
(1, 2) (2, 2) (3, 2) 
(1, 3) (2, 3) (3, 3) node
radio range
store the  
information 
request to  
the node
forward 
a reply 
collect  
the information 
send 
the reply 
forward the  
information 
Figure 5.2: Communication between a node and a mobile terminal with a function
to forward the messages.
a node search can be done in (logN)=2 steps on average if the number of mobile
terminals in the network is no more than 2
p
N.
Once a mobile terminal obtains the information, the mobile terminal records
the ID of the location where the information is generated. Then, this mobile termi-
nal sends the ID and its IP-address to a clockwise side mobile terminal on the ID
space. The clockwise side mobile terminal sends this message to the next clock-
wise side mobile terminal. Sending the message to the clockwise, a particular
mobile terminal which handles the ID-space including the ID receives this mes-
sage. The mobile terminal manages the ID with the IP-address. Therefore, the
communication overhead of the mobile terminals increases.
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mobile terminal
(0, 0) (1, 0) (2, 0) (3, 0) 
(0, 1) 
(0, 2) 
(0, 3) 
(1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1) 
(1, 2) (2, 2) (3, 2) 
(1, 3) (2, 3) (3, 3) node
radio range
pass one 
: move 
pass three 
:reply 
pass two 
:forward 
X YT
Figure 5.3: Wall pass in the GDR system.
The communication overhead of the mobile terminals doesn’t decrease even if
they have a routing table based on Chord or Kademlia.
In Chapter 3 and 4, we evaluated random lookups to analyze the basic per-
formance of the nodes. However, practical lookups depend on the requirement
from the mobile terminals. In this chapter, we evaluate the GDR system when the
mobile terminals are moving to a neighboring area.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2, we describe
the type of a message. Next in section 5.3, the detailed description of the pro-
posed algorithm is given. Section 5.4 describes the mobility model of the mobile
terminals. Section 5.5 evaluates the performance.
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5.2 Type of Message
On receiving or sending a message m, a node X processes it according to its type.
There are nine types of messages as follows:
data : m issued by a mobile terminal T is delivered to X and stored in its data
storage.
store : m issued by another node Y is delivered to X and stored in its data storage.
query : m is a query issued by T .
reply : m is a reply which X gives to a query issued by T .
request : m is a request that X makes to Y .
response : m is a response of X to another node Y which is the ﬁrst node that makes a
request to X.
move : m is a notiﬁcation issued by T that has given a query to X but makes a move
out of its access area with no reply.
retrieve : m is a notiﬁcation issued by T that has issued a move notiﬁcation to another
node and then reaches the access area of X.
f orward : m is to be forwarded to a neighboring node of X
5.3 Wall Pass Algorithm
In order to send a reply to a mobile terminal after it moves to a neighboring area,
we refer to the movement of wall pass in football. Wall pass is a triangular move-
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ment where a player A gets past an opponent by making a short pass to a wall
player B and running toward the return pass. Wall pass is also known as a one-two
pass. A passes a ball to B (pass one). After that A moves into space and receives
a very quick pass from B (pass two). [28, 29]
In the GDR system, we consider a node as a wall player. In Figure 5.3, a
mobile terminal T sends a move message to a node X (pass one). While T moves
to a neighboring area, X sends a f orward message to another node Y (pass two).
After that T receives a reply message from Y(pass three).
X receives the messages from T and Y . To process the messages coming from
T and Y , X uses two Wall Pass (WP) algorithm: WP1 and WP2, which will be
described below. When X receives a message from T , X uses algorithmWP1. On
the other hand, when X receives a message from Y , X uses algorithm WP2.
5.3.1 Algorithm WP1
First, we explain how a node processes the messages coming from a mobile ter-
minal according to the ﬂow chart in Figure 5.4.
Step 1:
When X receives a message from T , if its type is data, query, move, and
retrieve, then go to Step 2, Step 3, Step4, and Step 5, respectively.
Step 2:
It knows which node is responsible for the message from its location infor-
mation. If X is so, then X stores a data. Otherwise, X picks up a node Y that
is the closest to the responsible node among the nodes in its routing table.
After that X modiﬁes its type from data to store, and then X sends it to Y .
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Step 3:
It knows which node is responsible for the message from its location infor-
mation. // It is strange here? what is it? If X is so, then X sends a message
as a reply to T . // what is If X is so? Otherwise, X picks up a node Y that
is the closest to the responsible node among the nodes in its routing table.
After X modiﬁes its type from query to request, then X sends it to Y .
Step 4:
X records that T moves to the neighboring node.
Step 5:
X records that T arrives.
5.3.2 Algorithm WP2
Next, we explain how a node processes a message coming from another node
based on the ﬂow chart in Figure 5.5.
Step 1:
When X receives a message from Y , if its type is store, request, response,
and f orward, then go to Step 2, Step3, Step 4, and Step 5, respectively.
Step 2:
It knows which node is responsible for the message from its location infor-
mation. If X is so, then X stores a data. Otherwise, X picks up a node Y that
is the closest to the responsible node among the nodes in its routing table,
then X sends it as a store to Y .
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Figure 5.4: Flow chart for algorithm WP1.
Step 3:
It knows which node is responsible for the message from its location infor-
mation. If X is so, then X sends a message as a response to the ﬁrst request
sending node. Otherwise, X picks up a node Y that is the closest to the
responsible node among the nodes in its routing table, then X sends it as a
request to Y .
Step 4:
X checks the mobile terminal records. If T is in this area, then X sends a
message as a reply to T . If T has been moved to the neighboring area, then
X sends a message as a f orward to the neighboring node.
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Figure 5.5: Flow chart for algorithm WP2.
Step 5:
X sends a message as a reply to T .
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Manhattan Map 
•  Input: map 
–  Street: <street_id> <lane_id> <direction> <x0,y0> 
<x1,y1> 
–  Corner: <ver_str_id> <hrn_str_id> <x,y> 
Figure 5.6: The map used in Manhattan Model[27].
5.4 Mobility Model
We assume the GDR system works on an urban area. Therefore, we use the Man-
hattan model[27] which is a mobility model for the urban trac. It emulates the
movement of the mobile terminals on the streets deﬁned by map. The map used
in Manhattan model is shown in Figure 5.6.
The map is composed of horizontal and vertical streets. Each street has two
lanes for each direction (North and South direction for vertical streets, East and
West for horizontal streets). The mobile terminals are allowed to move along the
grid of the horizontal and the vertical streets on the map.
The mobile terminals are placed at each intersections initially. At an intersec-
tion of the map, they can turn left, turn right, stop, or go straight, with probability
0:2, 0:2, 0:2, or 0:4, respectively. If a mobile terminal moves beyond the boundary
of the map, it returns reﬂectively. According to these rules, we generate a mobility
scenario of the mobile terminals.
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5.5 Simulation Results
To evaluate the performance when the mobile terminals are moving, we consider
the following three scenarios:
1 Storing Data
We evaluate the performance of the system when the mobile terminals are
moving. We simulate the behavior of Chord, Kademlia, CAN, and GDR for
size N=16, 64, 256, and1024. We execute the number of mobile terminal
is M = N, when the mobile terminals are in the radio range, they can store
to a node ten times. During the simulation, we measure the path length, the
relay length, and the number of store forwarding times for each store.
2 Sending Query
We evaluate the performance of the system when the mobile terminals are
moving. We simulate the behavior of the GDR for size N=16, 64, 256,
and1024. We execute the number of mobile terminal is M = N, when the
mobile terminals are in the radio range, they can send a query to a node ten
times randomly and receive each reply from a node successfully. During the
simulation, we measure the path length, the relay length, and the number of
request forwarding times for each lookup.
3 Response
We evaluate the performance when the mobile terminals are moving with
or without WP algorithm. We simulate the behavior of the GDR for size
N=16, 64, 256, and1024. We execute the number of mobile terminal is
M = N, when the mobile terminals are in the radio range, they send a query
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to a node ten times randomly and receive each reply from a node. During
the simulation, we measure the path length and the relay length for each
lookup and the number of query sending times.
5.5.1 Storing Data
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 show the mean and the variance of the path length and the
relay length of Chord, Kademlia, CAN, and GDR, respectively.
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 show cumulative distribution function of the path
length and the relay length when storing data, respectively, where N = M = 1024.
Table 5.3 shows the mean and the variance of the store forwarding times when
storing data.
Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10, and Figure 5.11 show the number of store forwarding
times of each node, respectively, where N = M = 64.
In Table 5.2, the mean and the variance of the relay length of Chord are larger
than those of Kademlia and GDR. Because Chord is a one-way clockwise routing,
the relay length becomes large by the position of the source node and the desti-
nation node. However, since DGR is a two-way approachable routing, the relay
length is ﬁxed by the position of the source node and the destination node. Greater
relay length means greater propagation time.
The results show that GDR and CAN have the same mean and variance of
the path length and the relay length, while the mean and the variance of the relay
length and the relay length of GDR are smaller than those of Chord and Kademlia.
Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, Table 5.3, and Figure 5.9 – Figure 5.11show similar
results. The reason for this is that CAN and GDR know the geometrically neigh-
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Table 5.1: The mean and the variance of the path length when storing data.
N & Hc Hk Hn Hg
M Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var
16 0.98 0.64 0.86 0.51 0.67 0.22 0.67 0.22
64 1.41 1.45 1.18 0.90 0.74 0.19 0.72 0.19
256 1.85 2.78 1.31 1.18 0.76 0.18 0.76 0.18
1024 2.33 4.65 1.44 1.50 0.78 0.17 0.78 0.17
Table 5.2: The mean and the variance of the relay length when storing data.
N & Dc Dk Dn Dg
M Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var
16 1.51 2.65 1.06 1.10 0.67 0.22 0.67 0.22
64 3.48 18.31 1.85 4.47 0.74 0.19 0.72 0.19
256 7.73 99.63 2.45 11.79 0.76 0.18 0.76 0.18
1024 16.37 437.65 3.28 32.40 0.78 0.17 0.78 0.17
boring node IDs.
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Figure 5.7: Cumulative Distribution Function of the path lengthwhen storing data
(N = M = 1024).
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Figure 5.8: Cumulative Distribution Function of the relay length when storing
data (N = M = 1024).
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Table 5.3: The mean and the variance of the store forwarding times when storing
data.
N & S c S k S n S g
M Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var
16 3.06 2.81 1.94 1.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
64 6.75 8.03 4.42 7.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
256 10.86 14.49 5.50 12.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1024 15.53 14.50 6.62 15.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 5.9: Chord : the number of store forwarding times of each node (N = M =
64).
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Figure 5.10: Kademlia : the number of store forwarding times of each node (N =
M = 64).
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Figure 5.11: CAN and GDR : the number of store forwarding times of each node
(N = M = 64).
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Table 5.4: The mean and the variance of the path length when sending query.
N & Hc Hk Hn Hg
M Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var
16 2.03 1.07 2.06 1.00 2.61 2.04 2.13 1.06
64 3.02 1.46 3.02 1.42 5.19 7.69 2.99 1.53
256 4.04 2.03 4.01 2.00 10.55 28.58 3.99 2.02
1024 5.00 2.53 4.99 2.50 21.27 115.10 5.00 2.54
Table 5.5: The mean and the variance of the relay length when sending query.
N & Dc Dk Dn Dg
M Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var
16 3.56 3.08 2.49 2.31 2.61 2.04 2.61 2.04
64 8.71 19.70 6.98 10.35 5.19 7.69 5.19 7.69
256 19.69 94.19 15.03 43.22 10.55 28.58 10.55 28.58
1024 40.67 394.30 31.02 171.97 21.27 115.10 21.27 115.10
5.5.2 Sending Query
Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 show the mean and the variance of the path length and
the relay length of Chord, Kademlia, CAN, and GDR, respectively. It shows
the communication overhead of the GDR system. The mobile terminals in the
GDR system do not need to manage the network. Therefore, it is possible to
decrease the communication overhead of the mobile terminals. However, if the
mobile terminals manage the network, the communication overhead of the mobile
terminals increases as Table 5.4.
Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show cumulative distribution function of the path
length and the relay length when sending query, respectively, where N = M =
80
1024.
Table 5.6 shows the mean and the variance of the request forwarding times
when sending query.
Figure 5.14, Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16, and Figure 5.17 show the number of
request forwarding times of each node, respectively, where N = M = 64.
Table 5.4, Table 5.5, Figure 5.12, and Figure 5.13 show that GDR, Chord and
Kademlia have the same mean and the same variance of the path length, while the
mean and the variance of the relay length of GDR are smaller than those of Chord
and Kademlia. Furthermore, while GDR and CAN have the same mean and the
same variance of the relay length, the mean and the variance of the path length of
GDR are smaller than those of CAN.
On the other hand, Table 5.6 shows that the variance of the request forwarding
times of GDR are larger than these of Chord and Kademlia. Moreover, Figure
5.14 – Figure 5.17 show that the request forwarding times of the central nodes are
larger than those of the boundary nodes in GDR. In the GDR system, the central
nodes’s IDs are often selected by other nodes for its routing table. As a result, the
central nodes forward the request when random lookups.
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Figure 5.12: Cumulative Distribution Function of the path length when sending
query (N = M = 1024).
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Figure 5.13: Cumulative Distribution Function of the relay length when sending
query (N = M = 1024).
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Table 5.6: The mean and the variance of the request forwarding times when send-
ing query.
N & S c S k S n S g
M Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var Avg Var
16 10.94 14.43 11.25 16.44 16.75 73.44 12.00 32.88
64 20.27 19.95 20.31 20.09 42.03 260.75 20.03 89.72
256 30.45 35.10 30.14 34.32 95.51 1198.56 29.93 288.07
1024 39.97 38.85 39.93 39.65 202.68 4729.42 39.99 857.54
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Figure 5.14: Chord : the number of request forwarding times of each node (N =
M = 64).
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Figure 5.15: Kademlia : the number of request forwarding times of each node (N
= M = 64).
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Figure 5.16: CAN : the number of request forwarding times of each node (N =
M = 64).
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Figure 5.17: GDR : the number of request forwarding times of each node (N =
M = 64).
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Table 5.7: The mean and the variance of the path length and the relay length with
WP algorithm.
N Hg Dg
Avg Var Avg Var
16 2.75 1.51 3.23 2.46
64 3.72 1.76 5.92 7.77
256 4.75 2.19 11.30 28.61
1024 5.78 2.71 22.05 115.07
Table 5.8: The mean and the variance of the path length and the relay length
withoutWP algorithm.
N Hg Dg increasing
Avg Var Avg Var rate
16 2.16 1.10 2.65 2.04 1.81
64 2.98 1.55 5.18 7.69 1.82
256 3.99 2.01 10.56 28.55 1.80
1024 5.00 2.54 21.24 114.71 1.80
5.5.3 Response
Table 5.7 and Table 5.9 show the mean and the variance of the path length and the
relay length withWP algorithm. Table 5.8 and Table 5.10 show the mean and the
variance of the path length and the relay length, and the increasing rate without
WP algorithm. In case of Table 5.9 and Table 5.10, the mobile terminals move
to a neighboring area before it receive reply from a node with probability 0:1 in
scenario 3.
The increasing rate is obtained by eq. (5.1).
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Table 5.9: The mean and the variance of the path length and the relay length with
WP algorithm.
N Hg Dg
Avg Var Avg Var
16 2.68 1.53 3.14 2.27
64 3.70 1.85 5.84 7.37
256 4.86 2.24 11.56 28.33
1024 5.87 2.74 22.12 110.84
Table 5.10: The mean and the variance of the path length and the relay length
withoutWP algorithm.
N Hg Dg increasing
Avg Var Avg Var rate
16 2.04 0.91 2.49 1.60 1.90
64 2.91 1.45 5.04 6.83 1.88
256 4.01 1.93 10.68 28.08 1.87
1024 5.01 2.45 21.24 110.68 1.88
increasing rate
=
number o f query sending times without WP algorthm
number o f query sending times with WP algorthm
: (5.1)
The mean and the variance of the path length and the relay length in Table 5.8
and Table 5.10 are smaller than those in Table 5.7 and Table 5.9. However, the
increasing rates are 1.8 times and 1.9 times.
In scenario 3, the mobile terminals stop at an intersection with probability 0:2,
then they can receive reply from a node. Otherwise, they move to a neighboring
area before they receive reply from a node with probability 0:8. Therefore, they
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send a query again after they move to a neighboring area because the system
doesn’t have a function to forward the messages. That is why the increasing rates
are almost the same in Table 5.8 and Table 5.10. It shows that WP algorithm can
decrease the communication overhead.
5.6 Conclusion
In this Chapter, in order to send a reply to a terminal after it moves to a neighboring
area, we proposedWall Pass (WP) algorithm. We consider a node as a wall player
of wall pass in football. We evaluated the performance of the GDR system when
the mobile terminals are moving.
The results show that GDR and CAN have the same mean and variance of
the path length and the relay length when storing data, while the mean and the
variance of the relay length and the relay length of GDR are smaller than those of
Chord and Kademlia.
On the other hand, when sending query, GDR, Chord and Kademlia have the
same mean and variance of the path length, while the mean and the variance of
the relay length of GDR are smaller than those of CAN. Furthermore, GDR and
CAN have the same mean and variance of the relay length, while the mean and the
variance of the path length of GDR are smaller than those of Chord and Kademlia.
However, the variance of the request forwarding times of GDR is larger than that
of Chord and Kademlia.
In addtion, WP algorithm can decrease the communication overhead of the
system.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
We have focused on structured distributed routing (SDR) and information lookup
systems.
In Chapter 2, we explained the properties of some SDR systems based on
their ID format, and routing table size. We also explained the dierence of our
proposed system to those systems.
In Chapter 3, we proposed a geographic location-based distributed routing
(GDR) system. The GDR system provides an information lookup based on the
geographic latitude and longitude coordinates. Each node is given the geographic
coordinates as its ID, and manages an overlay routing table. The routing table
consists of pointers to other nodes in the network in order to forward messages to
the geographically nearest overlay node toward its ﬁnal destination. In a system
with N nodes, each node has a routing table of size logN and a search is possible
in O(logN).
We evaluated the mean and the variance of the path length and the relay length
of GDR, CAN, Chord and Kademlia, under the assumptions that the ID is in
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cartesian format (x; y), all nodes are active, and the source node and the destination
node are chosen independently with equal probability.
We showed that GDR, Chord and Kademlia have the same mean and the same
variance of the path length, while the mean and the variance of the relay length
of GDR are smaller than those of Chord and Kademlia. Furthermore, while GDR
and CAN have the same mean and the same variance of the relay length, the mean
and the variance of the path length of GDR are smaller than those of CAN. We
showed that the mean relay length of GDR is about half of that of Chord, and
about 2=3 of that of Kademlia, and the mean path length is about (3=4) logN=
p
N
of that of CAN.
In Chapter 4, we evaluated the performance of the GDR system by simulation.
In ﬁx search, the mean and the variance of the relay length are constant even
in the case of Kademlia that uses XOR distance for routing. On the other hand,
GDR and Kademlia have the same maximum value of the mean and the variance
of the relay length, whereas Chord and Kademlia have the same minimum value
of the mean and the variance of the relay length.
We also showed that the ID is generated by using SFC, the mean relay length
of GDR is about half of that of Chord, and about 2=3 of that of Kademlia.
In addition, we showed that the GDR system has a routing redundancy to
increase robustness. When a node fails, its neighbor node behaves as an agent for
the failing node. To know the agent node of the failing node, each node has an
agent list which is the records of the agent nodes of the nodes of its routing table.
Since the number of the agent nodes is 2, the size of the agent list is 2 log N. If an
underlay network can be modeled as a grid, it is easy to assign a physical address
for a node. However, if a node fails, it is dicult to modify or change its physical
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address. In the GDR system, the nodes can avoid a failed node by using its agent
list on the overlay network.
In Chapter 5, we presented an application of the GDR system. In order to
send a reply to a terminal after it moves to the neighboring area, we proposed
Wall Pass (WP) algorithm. We consider a node as a wall player of wall pass
in football. We evaluated the performance of the GDR system when the mobile
terminals are moving.
The results showed that GDR and CAN have the same mean and variance of
the path length and the relay length when storing data, while the mean and the
variance of the relay length and the relay length of GDR are smaller than those of
Chord and Kademlia.
On the other hand, when sending query, GDR, Chord and Kademlia have the
same mean and variance of the path length, while the mean and the variance of
the relay length of GDR are smaller than those of CAN. Furthermore, GDR and
CAN have the same mean and variance of the relay length, while the mean and the
variance of the path length of GDR are smaller than those of Chord and Kademlia.
However, the variance of the request forwarding times of GDR is larger than that
of Chord and Kademlia.
In addtion, WP algorithm can decrease the communication overhead of the
system.
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